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Bedfordshire Area

A
rea meetings are usually held on the last Monday of each 
month—at Towcester Mill Brewery, Chantry Lane, Towcester.  
Going south on the A5 Watling Street turn left into Chantry Lane 

in the centre of Towcester. The nearest postcode for your sat nav is 
NN12 6AD. Map ref: 152/694488

 NEXT MEETINGS
7:30-9:30pm Monday 30 th January

7:30-9:30pm Monday 27 th February

7:30-9:30pm Monday 27 th March

Northants and Bedfordshire Area

Newsletter—December 2016

For further information on area meetings contact

HRCR N&B Area Co-ordinator, 
David Holmes 

david@rishworthholmes.com
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Beaujolais Rally: Mark and Sue Godfrey 
were part of the winning team as they took 

their MGA to second place overall

david@rishworthholmes.com
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O
ur last  meet ing saw an eager gather ing as we al l  at tempted 
to apply our knowledge to a “Picture Quiz” by Ian and Sue 
Butcher.  Ian strung up some twenty odd (odd being the 
word in some cases) pictures and invi ted us to search our 

distant memory for  the answers.  A fa i r  b i t  of  “Oh…yes..  I  know 
that one… but what ’s his name?” This,  and a bi t  of  f r iendly banter 
between the more knowledgeable ones, seemed to be the way of 
the night. 

Ian then provided the answers to a chorus of, “Of 
course!” You can read the results elsewhere in this 
newsletter, but my thanks go to Ian and Sue for 
the quiz in a slightly different format, proving so 
entertaining. I declined the comment suggesting 
buying Ian a year’s subscription to Octane Magazine!

Anthony Garside and I ventured off to France for the 
Beaujolais Rally in November. I joined Mark and Sue 
Godfrey, Peter and Helen Morris, Daniel and Barbara 
Wiedemann, and Chris Hunt Cooke and Richard 
Dix amongst others at the Aire Deux Caps service 
station on the A16. Again, see the report and photos 
elsewhere in this newsletter. On the way home, we 
ended up with Mark and Sue’s MGA. Anthony’s 
MGB, Daniel’s Porsche and Peter’s Volvo nose to 
tail on the Shuttle. We couldn’t have planned this if 
we had tried!!!!

At the quiz night I raised the suggestion that a 
number of you might like to “organise” one, or more 
of our monthly meetings. I am pleased that I now 
have two offers in the programme—I just need to sort 
dates—although one will be the 25th September. Our 
first 2017 meeting is on January 30th, at which I’ve 
invited you all to attend and give a short, five minute 
presentation describing your most memorable motor 
sport incident of 2016. Maybe you could bring some 
photographs—or. better still, a Trophy?

One or two reminders—we have the HRCR Open 
Day at the British Motor Museum, Gaydon on 
Saturday 14th January—which includes a Motoring 
News Rally Forum, from 5pm. This is being hosted 
by Graham Robson, Rob Lyall and Howard Davies 
and hopefully a line up of Motoring News Legends 
including Don Barrow, John Bloxham, Bill Gwynne, 

Roger Moran, Richard 
Harper, David Kirkham, Brian 
Harper and Peter Vaughan. 
Tickets, limited to 200, for 
this event are available on 
the web site. Then we have 
the Annual Awards Dinner at 
the Hellidon Lakes Hotel on 
the 18th February with the 
AGM the following morning, 
and Race Retro follows on 
the 24th to 26th February.

Finally I would like to thank 
Monica and John along with 
Nick and Glad for producing 
our splendid newsletter, all of 
the Towcester Mill regulars 
for your monthly support and 
wish all of you a very Merry 
Christmas and a Happy 
New Year in your Classic. 
Hopefully Santa will bring you 
all the presents you ask for.

Travel safe and see you 
next time.

Area Co-Ordinator’s Pace Notes…
from David Holmes

David H
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Not a lot happening motorsport-wise at present. 
We are well into the planning phase of our 
George Woods Novice Rally which is being run 
out of our house for the 30-somethingth time! 
This year sees a bit of an innovation as we are 
running a dual status event, incorporating a 
round of the HRA Championship as well as our 
traditional introductory event for Novice and 
Rookie competitors. This has required a bit of 
sleight of hand in the scheduling department to 
ensure that the novices get to drive the shared 
stages first.

Results of the Wombat Wander are out. Mitch 
and I claimed two equal fastest stage times, 
fourth overall and first in class. Not bad for his 
first event as a driver! We were two minutes 

behind the overall winner at the end, having dropped 
between three and four minutes changing a flat tyre 
on the second stage.

It looks like my time as a rally driver is coming to 
an end. The standard car category is coming under 
attack from the full-on rally scrutiny people. They think 

we need to have roll cages, full harnesses and rally 
seats to pootle around the forest. I appear to be in 
the minority when I suggest that if the category is too 
dangerous, we should change the events to make 
them safer (e.g., by setting stage times that require 
a lower average speed) rather than resorting to 
special stage type safety equipment.

I can see the point being put by our chief organiser, 
that if we make changes ourselves we may get a 
more acceptable option than waiting to be legislated 
out of existence. However, the consensus seems to 
be for fitting race seats, harnesses and a half-cage 
(bolt-in cage all fitted rear of the B pillar). The half-
cage does not make a vehicle unroadworthy like 
a full cage, but it means the vehicle has to be re-
classified as a two-seater—something I don’t want 
to do to my car.

I read each month about N&B members’ exploits in 
UK and European events where no ludicrous safety 
equipment is needed and I long for such events here. 

Till next month, from Down Under—

Down Under

M
erry Chr istmas (a l i t t le belated by the t ime you read 
this)  and a Happy New Year to al l  our readers.

Editorial From Nick Wright—Editor In Chief
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O
ur November meet ing saw us at tempt ing Ian Butcher ’s 
Picture Quiz.   Ian strung his pictures,  and quest ions,  across 
the room on str ing.  There were a dozen pieces of  card on 
the ‘washing l ine’ so that  each person could take their  t ime 

try ing to f igure out the answers.

Questions ranged across subjects such as  ‘Rally 
drivers from years gone by’—‘Grand prix circuit 
layouts’—‘Non-four wheel drive Group B rally 
cars’—to this year’s BTCC contenders and BRC 
winners.

The room was very hushed for a long time. 
All present were concentrating and trying 
to do justice to the work Ian had put 
into compiling his wide ranging 
selection of questions. A couple 
of people gave up and uttered 
such comments as—‘I didn’t 
realise I knew so little.!’

Finally 10 answer 
sheets were submitted 
from various teams 
and individuals.

It looked as though the tie-
breaker would be needed as 
Andrew Duerden and Dave 

Alderson were tied, just ahead 
of Steve Moffatt.  However; they 

hadn’t reckoned on the due-diligence 
of Andrew Bodman who spent what 

seemed the longest time at the ‘washing 
line’ and finally won pretty convincingly with a 
score of 83 out of a possible 98 points.
The assembled throng gave Andrew and Ian 
a round of applause as Ian handed over the 
bottle of bubbly.

Ian is apparently still collecting ‘pictures’ so 
may be persuaded to put on another quiz 
sometime in the future.

Picture Quiz
28th November 2016 from Ian Butcher

An easy circuit 
layout to identify! 
Was AVUS one of 
Ian’s pictures? Ian
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A
nthony Garside and I  ventured of f  to France for the 
Beaujolais Ral ly in November.  We jo ined Mark and Sue 
Godfrey,  Peter and Helen Morr is,  Daniel  and Barbara 
Wiedemann, and Chris Hunt Cooke and Richard Dix 

amongst others at  the Aire Deux Caps service stat ion on the A16. 
In the previous fortnight,  they had decided to c lose the cafe area so 
we commandeered the only other two tables by the coffee machines 
and Simon and Geoff  duly s igned everyone on and issued new 
br ight ly coloured pictor ia l  Ral ly Plates and the road book.

Off to the first regularity and it started to rain, which 
was the scene for the entire weekend. One second 
late at the first ITC, two early at the next, after chasing 
a bit to catch up following being baulked, and then 
dropped two where we were told by Robert to ignore 
the next slot right—“Route Barre” sign…. A couple of 
miles later we joined a small convoy of cars as we 
were being “persuaded” by a local not to take the 
barred route, the cars circled around before the lead 
car, I think Daniel, turned left. We all followed and 
eventually got 
back on the 
rally route—
to find Simon 
at the last 
control. I later 
learned that 
Mark and Sue 
had dummied 
turning left 
and then tore 
off down the 
barred road 
and maybe ran 
over the irate 
local’s foot—
but I cannot 
confirm that.

The following coffee halt 
was at the Aux Trotteurs 
Bar in Lumbres where the 
“Basil Fawlty” character 
was much talked about. 
Because of the increasingly 
inclement weather, we were 
given an extra 10 minutes 
before we started the Pretty 
Petigny Jogularity. (This 
was to allow us marshals to 
get into our wet and windy 
positions! Monica.) This ran 
well for us only doubling 
our total penalties to four. 
When the results came out 
in the Hermitage later, we 
found we were seventh! But 
second in class to Mark and 
Sue. In between languished 
Adrian Campbell and Brian 
Herring, Marc and Sonja 
Kinsley Curry, Daniel and 
Barbara, Richard Dresner 
and Colin Mackenzie—
who had already been off 
into a field, and Peter and 
Mary Hall.

CRT Beaujolais Rally
16-19 November 2016 from David Holmes

Peter & Helen Morris—Volvo

PHOTO: ROBERT GROUNDS

Doug Carmichael & John Gearing—MGB

Chris HC & Richard 
Dix—BMW 325i Sport

PHOTO: ROBERT GROUNDS

PHOTO: ROBERT GROUNDS
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The Sunday run from Montreuil to 
Etaples and back was again wet 
and windy. There were trees down, 
power lines damaged and for the 
marshals, continued rain. (We know 
about the trees—Simon had to 
move a tree off the road while all the 
locals watched! Monica.) We had 
the Hurry to Hucqeliers Jogularity 
on which we had a five early but 
then cleaned it to Monica and 
John’s control. On the next Tulip 
regularity we only lost one second, 
at Monica and John. We lunched in 
Etaples, at a very nice Patisserie. 
The weather was now somewhat 
drier and even the sun shone. This 
may have dulled my brain because 
on the next “Jumping Josse Jog” we 
were astray by 4 or 5 seconds here 
and there.

The infamous map section was the 
last section, during which Anthony 
and I had a new approach to the 
timing. Suffice to say we kept on the 
route and despite a couple of lates 
and then an early we were well 
pleased with the new plan.

Back to the Hermitage and the 
celebrations saw us at fifth overall 
on a total of 60 seconds, but Richard 
and Colin in their Volvo had held 
steady and won on 26 seconds, 
beating Mark and Sue on 28. Chris 
HC and Richard took third on 45, 
and Anthony and Julia Cohen only 
just beat us on 58 seconds in their 
XK150. Doug Carmichael and John 
Gearing, unfortunately, suffered a 
puncture when a sharp stone pierced 
a tyre—by the end of the evening 
John’s story about this included the 
phrase Dinosaurs’ tooth! An aptly 
named team—the Bog Snorklers—
comprising the Lady co-drivers—
Barbara Wiedemann, Helen 
Morris and Sue Godfrey—won the 
Team prize, although I seem to 
remember Daniel claimed the bottle 
of Champagne!

David H

CRT Beaujolais Rally
16-19 November 2016 continued from page 4

Daniel & Barbara Wiedemann—Porsche

David Holmes & Anthony Garside—MGB

Chris HC & Richard Dix

Daniel beheading the 
Champagne, with Barbara 
holding the glass, Peter 

Morris on right

PHOTO: ROBERT GROUNDS

PHOTO: ROBERT GROUNDS

PHOTO: ROBERT GROUNDS
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D
o you know of a histor ic stage ral ly which at t racts over 
100 entr ies and two thirds of  the crews running are in 
Escorts? I  have just  descr ibed the Ki l larney Histor ic Stages 
Ral ly 2016 which ran on 3 rd December.  I t  is  a one day event 

wi th a recce permit ted beforehand. 

There is one stage run over the famous Molls Gap 
followed by three stages run twice. Molls Gap used 
to be included in the Circuit of Ireland when it was a 
five day event covering most of the country. It has 
also been used on the Rally of the Lakes. The final 
stage of the Killarney Historic Stages Rally is run in 
darkness. There are two main categories: historic 
and modified. The latter category means modified 
historics. In 2017 this tarmac event will again be a 
round of the HRCR Stage Masters Championship.

The event is very popular with spectators. In addition 
the scenery in this area is highly recommended. 
Having seen some of the videos taken on this 
year’s event, rally enthusiasts are lined up many 
people deep at a number of the junctions. And 
you can expect some tail-out moments. Being in 
Ireland, there is certain to be good socialising in the  
bars afterwards.

If you are not tempted to compete, how about 
marshalling or just spectating? You could fly to Cork 
or Shannon Airport at quite a reasonable cost. Car 
hire in Ireland out of season is incredibly good value; 
how about £17 for a three day rental?
Robert Duggan and Ger Conway won the modified 
category in 2016. Earlier in the year they had 
won the Junior category of the MSA British Rally 
Championship in a Vauxhall Adam. Robert may have 
an advantage by living in Killarney, but this 23 year 
old still beat 58 other crews to win the category. 

More event details are available from the Killarney 
and District Motor Club website or their Facebook 
page for this event which is titled Rentokil Initial 
Killarney Historic Stages Rally. The latter contains 
many videos taken on this year’s event.

Killarney Historic Stages Rally
from Andrew Bodman

Andrew

PHOTO CREDIT: 

PAUL MCILROY

Robert and Ger taking a tight l ine in their Escort
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continued on page 7

T
his was held on the 22 nd October on a f ine and sunny day. I t 
comprised dr iv ing t imed laps of  the Goodwood circui t  which 
as you know is a very fast  p lace especial ly for  the 110 pre-
war cars in the event. 

We decided to enter our new toy—a 1934 Austin 7 
Ulste. George drove it, in an untried and untested 
condition, and was 
delighted to finish second 
in Class, only one second 
behind Joe Tisdall, the 
winner. There were 
some wonderful pre-war 
cars taking part and for 
spectators it is a well 
recommended day out, 
late in the season.

The VSCC Autumn Goodwood Sprint
from Robin Shackleton

Robin
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E
ver s ince I  at tended my f i rst  ra l ly  (1992 Lombard RAC Ral ly) 
aged 8,  I  have always wanted to have a go mysel f .  Wel l ,  in 
2016 that f inal ly happened!

With Hagerty sponsoring the HRCR Clubman series, 
the original plan was for the company to be more 
than just a paper sponsor, and to be active within the 
championship; with members of the Hagerty team 
out competing on a number of the rounds!

We were very fortunate that a client of ours let us use 
his 1972 Ford Escort for the year as he wasn’t in a 
position to use it himself!

The original calendar of events for myself was to do 
Vale of Clwyd, HERO Challenge and Devils Own, but 
in the first week of January 2016 I was asked if I 
would like to take part in the HERO RAC Rally of the 
Tests, it took me all of a second to say yes.

The first challenge I had was to find a suitable 
navigator for these events. As I was being given 
this excellent opportunity, I wanted to give a novice 
navigator a similar chance to get out on some events 
they might not otherwise be able to do. At the 2016 
HRCR Open Day I spoke with Kev Haworth from 
HERO and explained my idea. He straight away had 
two names who were, fortunately, both at Gaydon 
that day. One was young Tyler Barker and the other 
the very experienced Andrew Duerden.

After an exchange of a few emails it was arranged 
that I would do the HERO Challenge with Andrew 
in preparation for doing the RAC Rally of the Tests, 
Vale of Clwyd and Devils Own with Tyler.

As these events were to be my first time taking part in 
any form of competition I wanted to get as much seat 
time as possible. I took up the HRCR offer of free 
tickets to the Donington Historic festival in early May 
and to take part in 
the demonstration 
they would be 
running. This 
would give me my 
first experience 
of driving a test, 
and the day was 
also a good social 
event to meet 
up with fellow 
club members! 
That was it until 
September, or 
so I thought. 
However ….

Leukaemia Rally, Chepstow

O
thers’ work commitments meant I 
was of fered the chance to do the 
Leukaemia Ral ly in May. I  jumped 
at  the chance—just needed to sort 

out  a navigator. 

So I contacted Tyler’s Mum, Suzanne, to see if 
Tyler was available; but he was already out on the 
rally with Jack Davies in a Mini. Suzanne, being an 
experienced navigator herself, offered to stand in for 
him, and who was I to turn down her offer!

The week of the rally soon came around; everything 
was set I just had to travel across to Chepstow from 
Towcester on the Friday before the rally, and what a 
lovely drive through the Cotswolds it was, arriving in 
plenty of time for scrutiny. It was reassuring having an 
experienced navigator with me to guide me through 
everything that needed to be done and before I knew 
it we were signed on and ready to go!

Starting at Chepstow racecourse we would go 
straight into the first three tests and it was nice to 
get those under my belt quickly, the day seemed 
relatively straightforward with no major problems; we 
made it to all of controls and tests venues and in the 
right order as well. We even managed to achieve the 
odd 0 and 1 on the regularities, I would like to think 
this was down to skill more than luck!

As the day went on, my confidence in what the 
car could do on the tests grew. On the last test, at 
Chepstow, which was a rerun of test three, I was 
35 seconds faster on my second run compared to 

my morning run! I was 
happy to be crossing 
back over the Severn 
that afternoon with 25th 
out of 51 finishers and 
6th in E2 class.

2016 A Novice Year
from Tim Sawyer

Tim with Andrew 
Duerden on Hero 
Challenge—bigger 
splash than last 
month’s photo!

PHOTO: TONY LARGE

continued on page 9
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East Anglian Classic

A
gain,  work c i rcumstances al lowed 
me to put in an entry for  Round 6 of 
the HRCR Clubman Championship, 
the East Angl ian Classic. 

A quick email, again to Suzanne, to ask if she or 
Tyler was free for the event, saw Suzanne pulling 
the short straw again and joining me for the event! 
Having done one event, I felt more settled going 
into this one and again scrutiny passed without any 
problem. For this event all the tests were to be held 
at one location that we were to visit twice, doing six 
or seven tests back to back!

The first regularity didn’t get off to the greatest of 
starts as, just after the start we started to follow the 
black line of a railway line on the map instead of 
Suzanne’s pencil line (sorry, Suzanne I had to add 
this) but a quick turnaround got us back on the right 
road and no controls were missed!

The rest of the morning passed, again without any 
major dramas, apart from the normal time lost behind 
the odd farm vehicle or cyclist!

We arrived at MDP Wethersfield for the first group 
of seven tests. On this wide airfield, tests were very 
different to the type of tests on the Leukaemia rally 
where they were more gravel tracks on farm land.

The tests were a nice mixture of fast flowing sections 
and more technical sections. With seven tests one 
after the other you really knew you had 
worked hard when you got the 
end of the last test. I was 
really looking forward to 
the return visit in the 
afternoon. For this, 
the last two tests from 
the morning were 
connected to make 
one long test that the 
top crews did in just over 
5 minutes. The buzz at the 
end of the longer tests was 
just something else; I could have 
easily gone around again, and by now Suzanne 
was pushing me on to go quicker and quicker. The 
afternoon had one slight grey spot with an unhappy 
local. That didn’t take away from another good day’s 
rallying and the one unhappy person was massively 
outnumbered by the high number of people that 
come out to wave and cheer on the classic cars 
passing by their front doors! When the results went 
final we were 22nd out of 31 and again 6th in E2.

Vale of Clwyd

S
eptember f inal ly came around so I 
packed up the Escort  and headed 
north to Mold to take part  in the 
Vale of  Clwyd. For my f i rst  event 

wi th Tyler Barker,  we arr ived at  the Druid 
Inn in North Wales under c lear blue skies. 

Noise check went without a problem so it was on 
to scrutiny. The normally simple request of “can you 
open the boot,” turned out to be not so simple this 
time. The key just kept turning within the barrel and 
when I went to remove the key, the barrel started to 
come out with it!

The next problem was to remove the barrel so I 
could open the boot manually—easier said than 
done with my tools inside the locked boot. All I had 
was the keys along with a bottle opener and key ring! 
Thankfully the keyring was a flat oval that I could use 
to prise out the lock, and, after a few attempts, the 
lock gave up its battle and came away from the boot 
lid. Even better news was that the boot would still 
close and lock in place, so no more additional work 
would be needed to get through scrutiny!

The blue skies from the previous day were going to 
be replaced by a day of rain that was due to arrive 
mid-morning, so at least we could get some of the 
morning done in the dry. But just as we were to leave 
MTC1 the heavens opened and it didn’t really stop 
raining until the last regularity of the day!

This gave a new set of challenges, 
including a valuable lesson 

learnt about using Rain-X 
Anti-Fog to stop the 
glass from misting up. 
We needed to see 
code boards behind us 
on two of the tests. The 
tests were a mixture of 

car parks, cattle market, 
farm land and grass fields. 

All of them slippery due to the 
rain, but I was surprised/pleased to 

see myself with joint fourth and joint seventh 
quickest on the two grass field tests.
The first regularity was jogularity which didn’t get 
off to a great start as we missed the first junction; 
we weren’t alone in this. One control later on, we 
passed by three times, on different roads, before 
getting the right approach! But we did miss a secret 
control, after the regularity, on the transit section that 
cost us a minute penalty.

2016 A Novice Year

Rally of The Tests— 
Tim Sawyer & Andrew Duerden

PHOTO: TONY LARGE

continued on page 10

continued from page 8
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The rest of the day passed without any big 
problems—apart from missing one junction where, 
on the resulting three point turn, I reversed into a 
low earth bank, stuffing the exhaust with mud and 
grass. The car stalled, leaving us with a ‘fresh air 
drop’ in front of us. Thankfully the earth all came out 
in one clump!

Lunch was at Ruthin cattle market, which would also 
be the site of two tests, with two more tests just south 
of Ruthin on a farm. The two test venues couldn’t 
have been more different; smooth tarmac of the 
cattle market compared to the rougher farm tracks—
both were equally enjoyable and slippery!

It was a shame the weather was so bad on the day; 
firstly for the marshals, who had to endure it all, 
and, secondly, the low cloud obscured some of the 
glorious views I’m sure there would have been.

We came away from North Wales with third in class 
and 40th out of 53 finishers!

HERO Challenge

M
y next event was the HERO 
Chal lenge with Andrew Duerden. 
This was to be our shakedown 
event for  the RAC Ral ly of 

the tests. 

The weekend didn’t get off to the best start when 
the exhaust manifold started to blow a few miles 
after setting off. Thankfully I was passing near to 
Silverstone; I knew one of the retailers onsite held 
the gaskets in stock. I picked up a new set en route 
planning to fit them when I got to Pershore. That was 
my intention, but HERO Assist offered to help, so 
who was I to turn that down!

The rally was based at the Vale Golf and Country 
Club near Evesham. The tests were all to be held on 
a nearby airfield, which we would visit three times 
in between the various regularities. The tests were 
a nice mixture of fast flowing sections and twistier 
technical sections. One thing that surprised me, 
on the first set of tests, was how wide the runways 
were. This made finding the next cone somewhat of 
a challenge!

The morning passed without too many problems, but 
we did get stuck with the odd bit of traffic that cost us 
some time. The big problem came in the afternoon, 
whilst we were deep somewhere in the Cotswolds. 
We were approaching a ford. I knew it was going to 
be big, as Tony Large was positioned nearby, but not 
as big as it really was! We entered the ford with more 
of a belly flop than a graceful dive and this caused 

the engine to cough and splutter before dying in the 
middle of the crossing. Thankfully the engine did just 
come back to life enough to get us out of the ford 
without the need for anyone to get wet feet.

The final section took us up through the glorious 
Malvern Hills before the last set of tests! Came away 
from this rally with 24th out of 40 and eighth in class . 
But, the big surprise came when I was awarded the 
highest placed newcomer to a HERO rally—my first 
trophy from a rally!

Devils Own Rally

M
y last  HRCR ral ly would see me 
take the long dr ive up the M6 to 
Cumbria for  the Devi ls Own ral ly, 
based in the South Lakes. This 

ral ly was going to be a bi t  d i f ferent to al l 
the others. 

Starting at lunchtime and running into the night, this 
would bring its own challenges and would be both 
Tyler’s and my first time competing in the dark.
The first section was going well, until, in a small 
section of forestry on a regularity section, I managed 
to dislodge the exhaust back box from its rear 
mounting. For the rest of the regularity, the exhaust 
scraped along the ground until we were able to stop 
and make a temporary fix on the hanger. This stopped 
it dragging, but the blow of the manifold would have 
to wait until the mid-way halt, where I managed to 
borrow some gumgum from a fellow competitor!

All of the tests were done in the first half of the rally 
whilst we were still in daylight. They were mainly 
twisty technical tests, but for some reason I just 
couldn’t get into a rhythm and my driving on all tests 
felt messy and slow!

On the second half of the rally, the event came into 
its own. Four regularities ran, all in the South Lakes 
near to Windermere. Unfortunatley, we wouldn’t be 
able to see the Lakes or any of the stunning scenery 
because we would be starting around 7pm in October 
and wouldn’t get to the finish until 11ish!
Night running required so much more concentration 
compared to any of the daytime stuff I have done this 
year. However, it was so much fun and there was 
such a buzz at the finish from all of the crews!
We came away from the event with 30th out of 44 
finishers and third in class.

2016 A Novice Year

continued on page 11

continued from page 10
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RAC Rally of the Tests

N
ow that my HRCR season was 
f in ished—and I  ended up being 
fourth in c lass,  missing thi rd by 
just  10 points—I just  had one more 

event to tackle,  the RAC Ral ly of  the tests 

I was to be partnered by Andrew again for this 3½ 
day, 750 mile challenge, based in Bournemouth for 
the first night. This would see the prologue passing 
with only one tricky farm entrance junction being 
missed that would cost us some time but we would 
still be appearing on the top sheet of the results once 
back at the hotel!

The first full day would see us head out of 
Bournemouth towards Porlock with a run up the 
toll road either side of lunch! In the afternoon as we 
headed towards Glastonbury the car started to cut 
out at junctions, which turned out to be the start of 
the end for the head gasket, but a can of rad weld did 
its job for the rest of the rally!

The evening section took us over the Somerset levels 
towards Bristol and, being Guy Fawkes weekend, 
we were treated to a few different firework displays 
on the way!

Saturday was the day I was looking forward to most, 
with us visiting test venues that I had been to earlier 
on this year, Chepstow and Throckmorton, but the 
first test of the day was in the car park at the RAC 
Bristol supercentre where we saw 250 spectators 
come out on the cold November morning to see the 
crews in action!

We arrived at lunch, at Chateau Impney, having had 
a good morning, the regularities had gone smoothly 
with no big hold up or any major time loss, the tests 
had also been clean and tidy, I just needed to work 
on getting faster!

The afternoon section took us to Shelsley Walsh, 
which again was full of spectators, before visiting 
Ditton Priors just as it was getting dark. The night 
section started with a jogularity to the North of 
Weston Park which took us to Swynnerton Army 
base for the final section! The regularity didn’t start 
well as a missed junction, just after the first marshal 
point, turned into a disaster when turning the car 
around in a narrow lane. We ended up with the back 
of the car down in a ditch and the exhaust stuffed 
full of mud! After Andrew and I manhandled the car 
out of the ditch and cleared the exhaust, we had 
lost 12 minutes on the road, but would only lose 
one minute on the results as that was the maximum 
lateness. The rest of the regularity was just a case 
of damage limitation—getting round and not missing 
any controls. In the middle of a regularity there was 
a section of farm; we witnessed cars going in a few 
different directions but, fortunately, we got it right!

As a result of the ditch experience, the car was 
suffering from a loud exhaust bang towards the back 
of the car. So, before we entered Swynnerton, I took 
a quick look; everything seemed secure and not 
likely to fall off!

I think that, for most crews, the highlight of the rally 
was Swynnerton. I’m really not sure how long we 
were in there, but, my god, it was fun. I was still 

buzzing when we got to 
the overnight hotel that 
was just a few minutes 
from the site. You could 
definitely say it was an 
evening of highs and lows!

Waking up the next 
morning I wasn’t in any 
hurry to look at any 
results. I just had my eyes 
on getting to Chester that 
afternoon, so it came 
as a big surprise when 
Andrew said that not only 
were we inside the top 
30 still but were leading 
the class by 12 seconds 
from the Escort Mexico of 
Mike Tanswell.

2016 A Novice Year

continued on page 12

continued from page 11

Rally of the Tests, Tim and 
Andrew at RAC Bristol

PHOTO: TONY LARGE
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The day didn’t start as one of the greatest when the 
car had a dead starter motor. Again, HERO Assist 
came to the rescue with a quick tow around the car 
park to jump start the Escort.

The final leg would take us east for three tests within 
the grounds of the JCB premises before returning 
west and towards Chester. An enjoyable regularity 
across open moorland near to Stafford before tests 
at Market Drayton, Rednal Karting Track and Ruthin.

We arrived at lunch in Llangollen having made a few 
silly mistakes on the regularities that I knew had cost 
time, but it was still close between Mike and me. 
Early on, in the first regularity after lunch, I knew it 
was over when we got stuck behind a hay lorry on a 
white that dropped us 43 seconds at the next control. 
I put the thought of the results out of my mind and 
listened to Andrew for the last two regularities and 
before I knew it we were rolling into Chester and 
approaching the finish!

We had done it! 750 miles, 30 tests and 30 regularities 
were completed, every control visited and in the 
right order and every test completed correctly. I had 
achieved what I set out to do, anything else was 
going to be a bonus!

The first beer in Chester had never tasted better whilst 
we waited for the results to become final. Talking with 
Mike it looked like it was going to be close as he had 
a few problems in the afternoon as well! Finally the 
board was updated; Andrew and I were 29th overall 
and second in class by 43 seconds. The only thing 
left was the awards and final meal. This is where the 
next big shock came—when I was called up for the 
award for the highest placed newcomer to the rally!

The RAC rounded off a great first year of rallying for 
me and left me wanting more in 2017. Now, I am 
in the middle of sourcing a car to use in the HRCR 
series again and any other events I fancy as they 
come along.

2016 A Novice Year

Tim

continued from page 12

M
any of  us took an interest  in Fran 
Tuthi l l ’s  VW 1303 when we vis i ted 
his premises some months ago.

In case you haven’t been following his progress on 
his first outing in the car, he finished 13th overall on 
an event in Kenya. A pretty respectable result bearing 
in mind his car had just 60 bhp. Apparently 125 bhp 
is available in Salzburg specification.
John Dowson said: The Salzberg cars were rather 
highly developed but of course you then start talking 
about big money to build a replica and I suspect you 
can have a lot of fun with a reliable 60 bhp.

Francis Tuthill’s VW 1303
First outing success from Andrew Bodman
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The Engineering Column
Clean, Inspect, Re-protect

U
nl ike some motor sport  that  involves dr iv ing round in c i rc les 
and stops when the weather turns nasty,  there is no closed 
season for ral ly ing.  Therefore,  car repair  and maintenance 
programs must f i t  in around ral l ies.  So, in the interests of 

re l iabi l i ty,  every opportuni ty should be taken to c lean and inspect 
the car and i ts components for  s igns of  impending fai lure.

As in all motor sport, components are more highly 
stressed than those in standard road car use. 
Particularly in stage rallying—although with the 
increasing number of tests, in road rallies too—these 
cars are seeing stresses that the designers were 
not expecting. Add in the fact that components are 
going to be at least 25 years old and more likely to 
be 40 to 50 years old. So, failures are perhaps to 
be expected. Regular inspection and replacement of 
suspect components is important; this is true of any 
competition car, particularly older ones. However, it 
is simply not possible to carry out a proper visual 
inspection if the component is covered in an oily 
or greasy mass of dirt. There is a big difference 
between peeling paint with dings and dents in the 
body, which are signs of a hard life that the salesmen 
like to call patina, and a car that is simply dirty. A 
clean underside on the engine and transmission, 
for example, will show up oil leaks that are perhaps 
starting to develop from a leaking crankshaft or 
gearbox oil seal. It is much better to find that before 
the clutch plate starts to slip, having been covered 
with oil.

There are a variety of expensive wonder products 
available for cleaning all areas of cars. But, 
there are a few basic ones that have been 
proven over many years. In period, petrol 
was a popular grease removal solvent, but, 
in reality, is far too flammable for safe use. 
Avgas always seemed to work better than 
Mogas and I remember seeing special 
cleaning tins with a lid that would be snapped 
shut by a bimetallic strip if the avgas caught 
fire. Eventually health and safety caught up 
with them and they disappeared. Paraffin, 
however, is much less flammable, although 
care still needs to be taken and it is an 
excellent grease remover. The most common 
solvent used in most garages is brake 
cleaner, usually dispensed from a pump-up 
container manufactured by Wurth. It works 
well when used with a brush and is the safest 
grease remover I am aware of other than 
soap and water. But, whatever you use, do 
wear gloves—as everything from the dirty 
greasy residue to soap and water is best kept 
off the skin.

I recently had to remove some contact adhesive left 
on steel panels that had felt sound-absorber stuck to 
them. As you have probably found, the well known 
DIY paint strippers such as Nitromors no longer work 
as their formulation has been changed on safety 
grounds. The adhesive I had to remove was on 
vertical panels and several layers thick as the felt 
had fallen off at various times in the past and had just 
been re-stuck over the old adhesive. There was no 
question that DIY paint stripper was ineffective even 
after 24 hours application, so other removal methods 
were tried without great success. Then a search on 
eBay brought up several people selling Industrial 
Paint Stripper—but without any details of what it 
contained. A bit of research provided the question to 
ask and one supplier said: yes their stripper was to 
that specification. It proved to be the answer to the 
problem as the old adhesive simply fell off after a 
short period of application. However as with the old 
Nitromors formulation a thick pair of rubber gloves 
and face protection are a must.

Over the past year there have been several occasions 
when chassis components have needed painting. I 
long ago gave up using Smoothrite as it has very 

poor coverage, particularly on 
edges. The Eastwood range 
of paints that originate in the 
USA are excellent and their 
epoxy based chassis black 
is really good. However, the 
prices have crept up and they 
are now very expensive in the 
UK. Canal boat paints are also 
excellent and much cheaper 
but are only available in gloss 
finishes, whereas chassis 
components really require a 
matt or satin finish. Another 
visit to eBay and a search 
for military vehicle paint 
produced several satin finish 
chassis blacks at reasonable 
prices. The one I purchased 
seems to work well with good 
coverage and adhesion but 
only time will tell.

from John Dowson

continued on page 14
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And finally, I read that Ron Dennis, the recently 
sacked boss of McLaren, required all screw 
heads, in the McLaren Headquarters, to have 
their slots vertical to prevent the build up of dust 
in the slot. It sounds like an apocryphal story to 
me but Ron has always insisted on attention to 
detail and clean, well presented cars, which I 
entirely agree with. Shame it has not produced 
the results.

If you have any comments or feedback on any 
Engineering Column topics then please e-mail 
me  at john.dowson7@btinternet.com where I 
shall be delighted to hear from you.

John

The Engineering Column
Clean, Inspect, Re-protect continued from page 13

McLaren HQ—all screw heads aligned vertical ly

L
ast month’s tech note on tr ipmeter apps generated an 
unprecedented response by Engineer ing Column standards, 
wi th several  people asking which app was actual ly on the 
phone in the picture. 

I deliberately hadn’t given the app name in the note 
as I did not want to be seen to be promoting it but in 
view of the interest here are the links.

For Android phones

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ee.
planet.kaupov.gpstripmeter&hl=en_GB

For iPhones

http://apk4iphone.com/GPS-Tripmeter.html

Because the display is always live along with the 
GPS receiver, battery consumption is high so 
the phone should be connected to the car supply 
whenever possible.

There are other tripmeter apps available but 
that seemed to be one of the easiest to use and 
worked well when used for marshalling duties on 
the Beaujolais rally. As with all GPS tripmeters and 
particularly phone based ones they will lose position 
when the GPS signal is shielded by trees or buildings. 
But if the temptation to interfere and do a reset can 
be avoided then they do catch up when the signal 
is restored but, of course, loss of signal will always 
occur at a critical navigation point.

John

Tech Note—Tripmeter Apps
from John Dowson

 • Night Rally organised by the VSCC Vintage Sports Car Club
 • HRCR is an invited club, entry fee £65, closing date 6 Jan 

2017
 • Champagne class allows any pre-war car and no need for a 

‘Buff Form’
 • 30+ entrants so far
 • Event starts at 8pm with tests on Bruntingthorpe Proving 

Ground
 • Then two average speed navigation routes, through Leics, 

Rutland and Northants
ם  (1) map references with approach/depart directions
ם  (2) ‘London’ map of possible locations with approach/

depart directions

 • Food available at Bruntingthorpe all night and at finish
 • Entrants and Marshals—all very welcome

ם  contact: Andrew Duerden 07836 318400 or 
ם  Jenny Lees 0116 2478296

 • Route set by 
Andrew Duerden

 • Marshals (so far)
ם  Andrew Bodman
ם  Roger Kerrison
ם  John and Monica 

Dowson

VSCC Measham Rally
Saturday 21st to Sunday 22nd January 2017—Bruntingthorpe, Leicestershire

john.dowson7@btinternet.com
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ee.planet.kaupov.gpstripmeter&hl=en_GB
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ee.planet.kaupov.gpstripmeter&hl=en_GB
http://apk4iphone.com/GPS-Tripmeter.html 
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When? What? Where? Who? How?
To make sure you appear in this list, please email me on 

monica.dowson@arnesbury.co.uk

continued on page 16

2016 

November 
Tue 15  Redline 12-car     www.loughboroughcarclub.co.uk 
  Richard Egger & Andrew Duerden Experts   1st o/a 
 
Sat 19 - Mon 21 CRT – Beaujolais Classic Rally Tour  www.classicrallytours.com 
  Mark & Sue Godfrey   MGA   2nd o/a & 1st in class 
  Chris Hunt-Cooke & Richard Dix  BMW 325i Sport 3rd o/a & 1st in class 
  Anthony Garside & David Holmes MGB   5th o/a & 3rd in class 
  Daniel & Barbara Wiedemann  Porsche 911  9th o/a & 3rd in class 
  Peter & Helen Morris   Volvo Amazon  13th o/a & 7th in class 
  Doug Carmichael & John Gearing MGB   25th o/a & 10th in class 
  John & Monica Dowson   VW Golf GTi DSG Marshals 
 
Sat 26    Wombat Wander    www.hra.org.au 
  Mitch Garrad & Nick Wright  Peugeot 405 Mi16 4th o/a & 1st in class 
 
Sun 27 - 4 Dec  Silver Fern Rally, New Zealand    www.silverfernrally.co.nz 
  Preston Ayres & Craig Salter  Ford Escort RS 1600 20th Historic 
 
December 
Sat 3 - Tues 6  Le Jog       www.heroevents.eu 
  Mark Godfrey & Martyn Taylor  MG B   4th o/a & 1st in class + gold 
  Charles Harrison & Richard Lambley Triumph 2000  35th o/a & 3rd in class 
  Chris Hunt Cooke & David Kirkham Volvo 122S  51st o/a & 6th in class 
 
Sat 3 - Sun 4 Rockingham Stages    www.rockinghamstages.co.uk 
  Tony Bowers    Marshalling 
 
Wed 7  Christmas Cracker 12-car   www.coalvillecc.org.uk 
  Start/finish The Rising Sun, Shackerstone.  Map 140 C3 
  Richard Egger & Andrew Duerden -  Experts  1st o/a 
  Chris Valentine & James Barnard Porsche 944  Experts  5th o/a 
 
Sat 10 - Mon 12 Rift Valley 1000 Classic, Kenya   www.riftvalley1000.com 
  Francis Tuthill & Raju Chagger  VW Beetle 13th o/a (35 starters & 26 finishers) 
 
Tue 13  12-car: The 12 Cars of Christmas  www.loughboroughcarclub.co.uk 
  Richard & Pat Egger   Organisers/Marshalling  
  Andrew Duerden   Marshalling 
 

  No N&B Meeting in December but wishing you all a very Happy Christmas 
 

  

I 
have about 40 VHS videos of  ra l ly ing in the 60s-70s. 

Most by Duke and feature the Mk1 and Mk2 Escort 
+ various actual rallies. FREE TO A GOOD HOME.

Contact via monica.dowson@btinternet.com

VHS Videos—free to good home!
from Mike Denton Cardew

Don’t expect to get these 
titles, I just scanned some of mine to fi l l the page!—Ed

mailto://monica.dowson@arnesbury.co.uk
monica.dowson@btinternet.com
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continued on page 17

continued from page 152017 

January 
Fri 6  Boundless 12–car – CSMA – North East London Group  www.csma-nlr.org.uk 
  Start at John Bunyan PH, Colman Green, Herts, AL4 8ES, first car at 8:31pm. 
  Beginner/Novice/Expert classes.  Map 166 Feb2016.  Auxiliary lights may be used. 
  HRCR is an invited club.  £12 entry.  Closing date 31st Dec.   
 
Wed 11  Cream Cat 12-car    www.coalvillecc.org.uk 
  Start/finish White Lion Inn, Radford Semele, Leamington Spa CV31 1TE.   
  Maps 139 Feb 2016 & 151 Feb 2016 – must be Feb 2016 editions. 
  Richard Egger & Andrew Duerden Experts  
  Chris Valentine    Marshalling 
 
Sat 14   HRCR Open Day – British Motor Museum Gaydon www.hrcr.co.uk 
  10am – 3pm 
  Special feature: 30 years since Motoring News Rally Championship – cars on display 
 
Sat 14   Motoring News Rally Championship Forum  www.hrcr.co.uk 
  5pm – 9.30pm  At British Motor Museum Gaydon, following on from Open Day 
  Ticket holders only. Tickets: £12.50 or £17.50 to include meal 
  Tickets from https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/hrcr-motoring-news-forum-tickets-30060233969  
 
Tue 17  The Great Northern 12-car  www.loughboroughcarclub.co.uk 
  Richard Egger & Andrew Duerden Experts  
 
Sat 21 - Sun 22 The Measham Rally    Contacts: Andrew Duerden 07836 318400 
  Bruntingthorpe, Lutterworth, Leics LE17 5QS     Jenny Lees 0116 2478296 
  VSCC Night Rally.  HRCR invited club.  Tests + Regularities on maps 129, 140, 141 
  Any pre-war cars eligible for Champagne class and do not need VSCC ‘Buff Form’ 
  Entries and Marshals wanted. 
 
Sun 22 - Fri 27 2017 Winter Trial    www.thewintertrial.nl 
  Maastricht to Salzburg 
  David Alderson - Marshalling  ‘Big Swede’ - Volvo V70 D5 SE Sport  
 
Wed 25 - Wed 1 Feb 20th Rallye Monte-Carlo Historique  www.acm.mc 
  Barcelona start 
  Phil Swain & David Green  Ford Escort RS2000 Mk1 (1974) 
 
Mon 30th January N&B Meeting  7.30pm – 9.30pm 
   at Towcester Mill Brewery, Chantry Lane, Towcester, NN12 6AD 
 
 “Memorable motoring incident / event in 2016” – Bring anecdotes & photos / trophies / etc 
 
February 
Fri 3  Boundless 12–car – CSMA – North East London Group  www.csma-nlr.org.uk 
  Start at Red Lion, Preston, Hitchin, Herts, SG4 7UD, first car at 8:31pm. 
  Beginner/Novice/Expert classes.  Map 166 Feb2016.  Auxiliary lights may be used. 
  HRCR is an invited club.  £12 entry.  Closing date 28th Jan.   
 
Wed 8  Fox & Hen 12-car    www.coalvillecc.org.uk 
  Start/finish The Fox & Han, Bascote Heath, Southam, Warks, CV47 2DN.   
  Map 151 C4 
 
Tue 21  Max Torque 12-car    www.loughboroughcarclub.co.uk 
  Richard Egger & Andrew Duerden Experts  
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March 
Thu 16 - Sat 18 Three Legs of Mann (IoM)   www.heroevents.eu 
  Jonathan Hancox & Richard Lambley Triumph TR4 
  Doug Carmichael & John Gearing MGB Roadster 
  Ed Abbott & Andrew Duerden  Jaguar XJS 
 
Tue 21  Old Farts Lash 12-car    www.loughboroughcarclub.co.uk 
  Andrew Duerden   Organiser 
  John & Monica Dowson   Marshalling 
 
Thu 31 - Sat 2 Apr 9th Flying Scotsman    www.endurorally.com 
  Max Stephenson & Andrew Duerden Aston Martin Le Mans 
 
April 
Sun 9  MK Classic Car Tour – 11th Anniversary  email: mkclassictours@btconnect.com 
        Or tel: 01525 290117 at reasonable time! 
 
Tue 18  Oot ‘n’ aboot 12-car    www.loughboroughcarclub.co.uk 
  Richard Egger & Andrew Duerden Experts  
 
Thu 20 - Sun 23 16th Rally Costa Brava Historic   www.rallyclassics.org 
  Now based in Palamos 
  Phil Swain & David Green  Ford Escort RS2000 Mk1 (1974) 
 
Sat 22 - Sun 30 London - Lisbon      www.heroevents.eu 
  Klaus-Uwe Schaffrath & Andrew Duerden Alfa Romeo Giulia Super 
  Peter & Helen Morris   Porsche 911 
  Daniel & Barbara Wiedemann  TBA 
 
Sun 23 - Sun 30 12th Grand Tour Cape to Cape (Spain)  
  David Alderson & Emma Mumby TR4A ‘Lucy’ 
 
May 
Sat 6 - Mon 8 CRT – The Compiegne Classic Rally Tour www.classicrallytours.com 
  Entry fee £429 per person includes ferry, 2 nights at Mercure Hotel, prize dinner with wine 
  Mark Gearing & John Gearing  MGB Roadster 
 
Fri 19 - Sun 21 Summer Trial 2017     www.heroevents.eu 
  Start/finish in Stratford-Upon-Avon 
 
July 
Mon 10 - Sat 15 RAC 1000 Mile Trial     www.heroevents.eu 
  Start from Royal Borough of Windsor. Finish at Woodcote Park, Epsom 
 
Sun 30 - Fri 6 Oct CRT – The Classic Trophy Rally   www.classicrallytours.com 
  Visiting the Massif Central region of Southern France.  Rally class & Touring class 
  Entry fee £2750 incl ferry & hotels – bb&dinner 
  Chris Hunt-Cooke & David Kirkham BMW 325i 
  Terry & Pip Secker   Ford Lotus Cortina Mk 1 
  Janet & Terry Powell   TBC 
  Mike & Karen Spindle   AC Cobra 
  Val & Graham Gilmore   MGB 
  Daniel & Barbara Wiedemann  Lancia Fulvia Sport 
 
October 
Sat 21 - Mon 23 CRT – Champagne Classic Rally Tour  www.classicrallytours.com 
 
November 
Sat 18 - Mon 20 CRT – Beaujolais Classic Rally Tour  www.classicrallytours.com 


